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P OPideas - HO W T O M AKE
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SUPPLIES AND TOOLS:
•
•
•
•

SKILL LEVEL: Advanced

POPTapeTM: Polar White, Lagoon Blue, Magical Unicorns, Pinkalicious Pink and Wild About Watermelon.
1 x 10mm thick piece of dowel.
Scissors/Craft Knife.
Heart Stencil.

Step 1
Measure and cut your dowel
to the width of you doorway
(approx. 85cm). Cover your
dowel in the POPtape colour
of your choice. We have
used Polar White.
Step 2
To make the vertical drops,
tear or cut Lagoon Blue
POPtape in 70cm lengths.
Fold each piece into thirds
lengthways. You will need
at least 12 vertical drops for
a standard doorframe.
(Note. You may find it easier
to fold smaller lengths of
tape (35cm) into thirds and
join them together with a
small piece of blue tape to
get the 70cm lengths).

Step 3
On each vertical drop fold
over the top 5cm to make a
loop and secure the loop in
place with 2 small strips of
POPtape in Pinkalicious Pink.
Step 4
Loop all your vertical drops
onto the piece of dowel and
trim the ends to the length
you want. To create an arch,
you should have the longest
strands on the outside and
shortest in the middle (See
main image).
Step 5
To make the hearts, take 2
pieces of tape the same
colour or pattern and join
them sticky sides together to
create double-sided tape.

Step 6
Using a heart stencil, trace
heart shapes onto the tape
and cut out the hearts.
Continue this process using
all you heart colours. We
have used Magical
Unicorns, Pinkalicious Pink
& Wild About Watermelon.
You will need to make
95-100 hearts.
Step 7
Attach the hearts to the
vertical drops using a small
section of POPtape rolled with
the sticky side out. We have
used 9 or 10 hearts per drop.
Step 8
To make the tassels, take 2 x
12cm pieces of tape in Wild
About Watermelon and join

them sticky sides together to
create double sided tape,
leaving 1cm of tape at the
top with the sticky part
exposed. Do the same in
Pinkalicious Pink but make
them shorter by using 8cm
pieces. You will need to
make 12 of each colour.
Step 9
To create the tassel effect,
cut your tape into strips
leaving the top 2cm at the
sticky end uncut. Tie a single
knot in every third tassel. To
finish the tassel, lay the
shorter pink piece on top of
the Watermelon piece
leaving the pink sticky edge
exposed. Wrap a tassel
around the end of each
vertical drop.
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